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As we make mortgages and home-buying 
easier, we also want to have a positive 
impact on a bigger scale.  
 
This report is crammed full of the exciting 
stuff we’re doing, and the stuff we still 
need to do, to help unlock a better world.  
 
We’re psyched to share it with you.
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At Habito, we exist to help people find home.

‘Home’ means different things  
to different people. 

For me, it’s the cooker in my kitchen  
where I spend much of my weekends 
standing with my kids crawling around  
my feet. For my wife, it’s the community 
that exists immediately beyond our  
walls - the other families in the park,  
the sweet elderly couple who live opposite. 
For my kids, it’s safety, love and a full belly. 

For others, home is a town or a region 
where their values and worldview  
are formed and where accents  
and customs are familiar. 

In every case home is, at its core,  
a place to be and to belong. 

We exist to help people find that place.

Mortgages do not equal home.  
But for most Britons today, they are 
the only means to that end. We believe 
that getting a mortgage should be easier, 
better, stress-free and accessible.  
We believe that buying a home should  
be frictionless, painless, joyful even. 

And yet it isn’t. Up until just a few years  
ago, the £1.3 trillion mortgage market  
was stacked entirely against the customer,  
our communities at large, even the planet. 

Since 2016, we’ve been on a mission  
to change that. 

But radically improving the way people  
buy and finance their homes in the UK,  
was never going to be easy. We’ve always 
known it’s not enough for us just to move 
faster, or have cooler adverts.

From the very early days of Habito,  
four values help us frame our thinking,  
chart our course and deliver on our purpose:

Build better 
things 

Empathise first 

Have backbone 

Be 100% 
responsible

These values can be seen in all that we do,  
from the way we help our customers and 
tackle industry-wide challenges, to the way 
we bring in talent and write code. 

In 2020, amidst a global pandemic, we put  
our values – and everything we do at Habito –  
to the ultimate test, and passed. We became  
a certified B Corp and took our place  
in the global movement of companies using 
business as a force for good in order to have  
a measurable impact on the world. 

By becoming a B Corp we entered into  
a legally binding commitment to put people, 
planet and profit on the same level footing: 
for us, it’s not just about revolutionising 
home ownership in the UK, it’s also about 
getting our own house in order and looking 
after our Habito community.

There is much to be done; we pledge  
to do better in the world and this is us 
breaking ground. 

—DAN, FOUNDER AND CEO
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I’m excited that we created the role  
of Chief Impact Officer, a position  
that demonstrates our genuine intent, 
keeps us true to our ambitions and guides 
our impact work. I’m even more excited 
to be the lucky one to take on the role, 
as sustainability and ESG (Environmental, 
Social and Governance regulations)  
are very close to my heart.

Habito’s value of empathy is at the core  
of our impact mission, but is nothing 
without action. It’s all very well knowing  
the problem, knowledge is only going  
to help us if we apply what we know  
to affect change. That’s true empathy – 
wisdom, not just intelligence.

We've likened building a positive impact 
business to climbing Mount Everest. It 
takes 100% commitment, sacrifice and 
support from a team who are fully bought 
into the idea. Sure, it’s not for the faint-
hearted, but it can be done - as thousands 
of Everest summiteers will tell you.

A full Everest expedition takes around 
8 weeks – roughly 1 week to reach 
basecamp, then 7 more weeks to reach 
the summit. We’re very aware that  
we are only at basecamp, working  
really hard in preparation to tackle  
the next level, and hugely respectful  
of the tough climb ahead.

We’ve split our work into two chunks:

A better Habito— 
good stuff in the business like recycling, 
energy use, fair pay, diversity and inclusion. 
Like understanding our carbon footprint  
and hitting net zero by 2030. We’re calling 
these ‘hygiene’ changes, and we think  
every company should be taking them on.

A better world— 
this is where we look beyond our company, 
to our customers and the rest of the world. 
We’re creating impact business models 
(IBMs) and building strong relationships  
with like minded businesses  
and organisations to take on this work.

We’re making good progress on our 
hygiene changes, and took every lesson  
we could from lockdown to help us 
improve our carbon footprint and more.

As you’ll see in this report, we’re developing 
our IBMs and external partnerships,  
and doing lots of research as to where  
we can make the biggest changes.

I’m very thankful to Dan and the whole 
leadership team for their ongoing  
support and especially to the wider  
Habito team, many of whom are working  
directly on impact-related initiatives  
and activities across the business.  
We would never achieve any of our  
impact ambitions without this level  
of support from all Habitonians.

I hope you enjoy this report. I’m proud  
of the work we’ve done - endorsed  
by our B Corp certification - and excited  
for the work we have planned to make 
positive changes for people and this 
beautiful planet.

—GARRETH, CHIEF IMPACT OFFICER
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For too many people, sorting a mortgage  
or remortgage is disempowering and stressful. 

Habito has revolutionised the old school industry 
by making mortgages easier and more accessible. 
We’re a broker and a lender, designing processes 
and mortgage products that answer real problems.

Putting ease and empowerment at the heart  
of everything we build, we’ve stripped the jargon, 
avoided the hard sell and cut the stress from  
the mortgage process. We’ve fixed a broken thing 
that really matters to people.
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The industry we’re in has the power  
to drive positive change. The influence  
it has over government policy and 
regulation makes it key to improving both 
social inequalities and the climate crisis. 

In the world of lending and fund 
investment, environmental, social and 
governance (ESG) factors are becoming 
more important to investors when deciding 
who to back. ESG factors are non-financial 
things that companies report on, showing 
the work they’re doing for good. Experts 
believe that funds dedicated to tackling 
ESG issues will overtake traditional funds 
by 2025, reaching €7.6 trillion. 

Put simply, money is flowing towards  
those that are having a positive impact. 

This is promising news. It inspires 
companies to consider the bigger 
picture in every decision they make, 
and encourages the creation of lending 
products designed to influence change 
(like green mortgages that depend  
on improved energy performance 
in peoples’ homes). This pattern won’t just 
reward the good, but will force others  
to wise up or risk becoming ‘uninvestable’ 
to a growing portion of the market. 

By continuing to learn – and hopefully 
inspiring others – we’re committed to 
helping reshape the industry to do better. 

Put simply, money 
is flowing towards 
those that are having 
a positive impact. 

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021 6 / 25
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Being a B Corp means making  
a legal promise to value people  
and the planet as much as profit. 

Initially, we thought B Corp was more 
of a marketing thing. Answer a few 
questions and get a sticker for your 
website. Looks good, drives a bit  
of trust and credibility, but doesn’t 
really prove anything. 

It wasn’t until we dug a little  
deeper and realised the legitimacy  
of the B Corp movement, along  
with the extent of meaningful work 
needed to get certified, that we felt  
it was right for us. We saw it as  
a chance to not just talk the talk,  
but actually walk the walk.

To get certified, you have to submit 
something called a B Impact 
Assessment (BIA). We created  
a B Corp working group, spoke with 
members of the B Corp community 
team, attended B Lab’s ‘B Inspired’ 
conference, worked with a B Partner 
consultant and took advice from 
other B Corps. That’s a lot of Bs.

It took a year of hard work from 
committing to the idea to submitting 
our B Corp application, and another 
4 months before achieving final 
approval. The 9th June 2020 will 
always be a special day at Habito! 
Becoming a B Corp is something  
you have to really earn, and we’re 
totally chuffed to be a part of such  
an inspiring community. 

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021
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 ✦ Define our impact strategy

 ✦ Make sure we practice environmental sustainability 

 ✦ Make sure we practise social inclusivity 

 ✦ Oversee and guide IBMs

 ✦ Oversee our B Corp work

 ✦ Report to the Habito executives and Board

We wanted to make sure our positive 
impact work was taken care of properly. 
No messing about. So we created the 
Habito Impact Committee (HIC).

It’s made up of Garreth as Chair,  
plus five other positive impact champions  
from around the business, who as far  
as possible reflect the demographic  
and cognitive diversity at Habito.  
 
It’s an internal committee, and has 
the power to make decisions about 
environmental and social initiatives,  
along with any relevant governance  
(ESG). As well as sorting all ESG business,  
the HIC took the reins on achieving  
B Corp certification.

Here’s a snapshot of some  
of the good stuff they do:
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We want our positive  
impact work to be 
sincere, well-researched 
and aligned with our 
purpose as a business. 
So, it felt natural to make 
homes and communities 
our priority. We identified 
five areas of focus.
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This is our (sustainably-mined) golden 
nugget. The residential sector makes  
up a whopping 19% of the nation’s carbon 
emissions and we’re perfectly placed  
to help drive this figure down. About 21%  
of homes in England were built before 
World War 1, and with older homes being 
less efficient, the average UK home’s 
energy performance is pretty bleak. 

Reducing residential emissions is no simple 
task, but we’re dedicated to educating, 
encouraging and enabling homeowners  
to make positive changes through  
our sustainable home improvement 
project. We’ll do this in three ways:

Awareness— 
educating customers about home emissions

Action— 
letting customers know how they can make  
their homes greener 

Affordability—  
helping customers afford green home  
improvements and rewarding them for doing  
the work. We’ll be surfacing green mortgages in our 
brokerage and developing our own market-leading 
green lending products, designed to help customers  
make the most efficient improvements.
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Jargon isn’t just complicated and boring, 
it costs people money. A lot of money. 
We commissioned a stack of quantitative 
research and asked a team of economists 
led by Dr Peter Backusat Manchester 
University, together with the University  
of Nottingham’s Linguistic Profiling  
for Professionals (LiPP) department,  
to dig deeper. Their findings confirmed  
our fears about mortgage jargon:

Jargon isn’t just complicated and totally 
boring, it’s dangerous. And so we got  
to work, taking on the mammoth task  
of weeding out jargon from every inch  
of the Habito experience.

All of our residential lending customer 
documents now carry the Clear & Simple 
seal of approval from Fairer Finance,  
a leading light in accessible language.  
This means they’ve passed 10 different 
criteria relating to language and design. 

We’re incredibly proud to be the first jargon-
free mortgage company in the UK, but even 
more excited to know how much easier and 
safer it makes things for our customers.
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Almost 90% of people would feel  
more confident taking out a mortgage  
if the language was simpler.

66% of people admit to not even reading 
their mortgage terms and conditions. Yikes.

Nearly 3 in 5 homeowners say they’re 
put off switching to a better deal  
because of complicated jargon.

A huge 55% of people with a mortgage  
are paying up to £294 more than necessary 
each month. More than £3,500 per year. 
That’s a combined £15.5 billion per year 
being wasted, and jargon is partly to blame.

11 / 25

It makes us feel stupid

We don’t even read it

It puts us off looking

It costs people £££
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Bournbrook Recreation Ground  
in Birmingham is one of the UK’s oldest 
legal graffiti spots. This year it went  
from an unloved and abandoned area  
to a welcoming community space, 
complete with an urban allotment garden 
and tree-planting programme.

Skate Southampton is a community  
skate project. We’re proud to help fund 
loads of events, workshops and talks  
for their festival in September –  
covering topics like mental health,  
and women and girls in skateboarding.

Broadmarsh Banks in Nottingham  
will soon also be full of skateable 
sculptures, thanks to our financial support.

We’re building communities through 
skateboarding. Skate parks inject life  
into dead spaces, they bring people 
together and make areas safer. If you want 
to find an up and coming area to live,  
look for the skateboarders!

Habito is helping build safe spaces  
to skate for people of all ages  
and genders, and donating hundreds 
of skateboards to youth charities and 
schools. Through financial and peer 
support, we’ll help four skate parks 
 come to life this year:

Hackney Bumps went from a graveyard  
for shopping trolleys to a vibrant 
community space with slopes, a quarter-
pipe, and a programme of free lessons 
thanks to our funding. In July we also  
put on a free family event with Skateboard 
GB – Learn to Skate Day – which over  
a hundred local children came to.

Finally, we’re sponsoring Roxana Howlett,  
the intrepid 11 year old winner of the 2020  
and 2021 Skateboarding National Championships. 
This sport has some incredible emerging talent –  
we want to help them achieve their dreams  
and inspire the next generation of skateboarders.❸
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We recognise the scale and seriousness  
of this problem and want to contribute  
to solutions. We’ve worked with St Mungo’s 
homelessness charity in the past, and we plan  
to do a lot more. We want to give this the time  
and attention it needs, and we’re committed  
to making this a focus in the long-term.
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Of course, there’s no point flying  
the flag for positive impact work  
if we aren’t practising what we preach. 
These are the hygiene efforts we talked 
about earlier. We took a long hard look  
at ourselves and came up with some  
good work to kick off with.

We measure our footprint— 
to see how much carbon we’re using as a business, 
and find opportunities to use less.

We’re on a net zero mission— 
we’ve committed to reaching net zero emissions 
by 2030. We aim to limit our company’s carbon 
footprint in line with keeping global warming  
to below 1.5°C.

We’ve shaken up our hiring process— 
using partnerships and applicant tracking systems 
to make sure our hiring is totally inclusive.

We’ve made an ethical pension the default— 
when someone joins Habito, their company pension 
is an approved ethical option by default. 

We’ve placed value in volunteering— 
we’ve created a new policy where every Habitonian 
has two paid days a year to do voluntary work.

As well as establishing these five areas  
of focus, we’ve been busy teaming  
up with like-minded businesses.

Habito is a founding member of the Tech 
Zero taskforce. It’s made up of some  
of the most innovative tech companies  
in the UK. We’re working together to tackle 
the climate crisis and make the UK the top 
global destination for green investment.

The Tech Zero taskforce (and so, Habito)  
is a partner of the UN Race To Zero.  
This is a global campaign to rally leadership 
and support from businesses, cities,  
regions and investors for a healthy,  
resilient, zero-carbon recovery.

We’re also a supporter of the Better 
Business Act, a collection of over  
350 businesses backing policy change 
together. The aim is to make sure  
that every company in the UK must  
consider wider society and the environment 
as much as their shareholders’ interests,  
in every decision they make.
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To make a genuine difference, impact has  
to be in our blood. By engaging and educating  
all Habitonians, we’re trying to build an army  
of brilliant people who truly care about having  
a positive impact. Here’s what each team  
at Habito has been doing for impact this year.

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021 15 / 25
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Risk & Compliance
Our moral (and regulatory) compass

The R&C team is a core part of the impact 
efforts at Habito. Garreth is our Chief Risk 
Officer as well as our Chief Impact Officer.

When Dan and Garreth first hashed out 
how to formalise and ramp up our impact 
work, one thing was clear to both of them 
– social and sustainability issues pose  
the biggest risks of all to our business  
in the long term. So, it made sense for  
the R&C team to oversee and coordinate  
our impact work. This includes:

 ✦ Chairing the Impact committee and 
overseeing the impact-specific budget

 ✦ Designing, implementing  
and overseeing impact-related  
policy and governance,  
including related controls

 ✦ Representing Habito on external 
working groups and task forces

 ✦ Being the B Corp point  
of contact and taking charge  
of the application process

 ✦ Supporting other teams with specific 
policy development

 ✦ Owning impact initiatives  
that don't naturally sit under other 
teams (like Net Zero planning)

 ✦ Working with Marcomms to get 
Habitonians engaged with impact work

 ✦ Making a big contribution  
to volunteering targets  
as individuals and as a team

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021 16 / 25
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Mortgage advice  
& Operations
Our award-winning customer service  
and brokerage team

The experts that help our customers 
choose the right mortgage and stick  
by their side until it’s sorted, are putting 
impact first in a number of ways:

 ✦ Vulnerable customer training— 
all our experts are trained to recognise 
and respond to the needs of vulnerable 
customers. This might mean having 
video calls instead of online chats, 
giving someone more time to make 
decisions, or having a third party  
help out with an application.

 ✦ Making things accessible— 
Intercom, the platform we use  
to chat with customers, is compatible 
with screen readers and can be used 
with a keyboard (instead of a mouse  
or trackpad).

 ✦ Building a diverse team— 
having a team that reflects our broad 
customer base helps us give an 
empathetic and inclusive service.

 ✦ Using tech— 
by championing the use of technology 
where humans aren’t needed,  
the team headcount and carbon 
footprint stays low. 

 ✦ Being paperless— 
where we can, we’ve stopped  
receiving documents in the post  
from third parties. If this isn’t  
an option, we encourage them  
to switch to paperless too!

 ✦ Having a green mortgage expert—  
one of the senior mortgage experts  
is a specialist in green mortgages, 
helping to educate both colleagues  
and customers.

Customer Service Champion 2021

The British Bank Awards are voted  
for by customers, and this year  
we won Customer Service Champion.  
 
We’re excited to see our social impact 
initiatives coming to life, and our 
customers feeling the benefits.

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021
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Lending & home-buying
Our industry innovators  
and ground-breakers

Lending and fund investment has  
the power to improve societal imbalances 
and the climate crisis. Our Lending team 
are aware of the big responsibility:

 ✦ Leading and participating in the green 
mortgage working group

 ✦ Engaging with potential funders  
to launch a green mortgage product

 ✦ Working with third parties to harness 
flood risk and environmental data  
for lending decisions

 ✦ Reviewing the digital conveyancing 
process, working towards the removal 
of all paper or wet signatures

 ✦ Created a minimum criteria  
for energy performance in our  
buy-to-let underwriting policy

 ✦ Developed a valuation strategy  
which reduced the need  
for physical inspections or visits

 ✦ Represented on the internal  
Impact committee 
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Product & Design
Our customer journey pioneers

The Product team drives the customer 
experience, thinking about human needs 
at every stage of the mortgage journey:

 ✦ Part of the green mortgage  
working group

 ✦ Working on harnessing energy 
performance data

 ✦ Creating a new feature where customers 
can tell us their preferred name  
(if it’s different to their legal name)  
at the start of their journey. We’ll then 
use that name in any communication 
with them from that point onwards.  
We can’t control how lenders address 
their customers, but we want to make 
sure people can be their authentic  
selves with us at Habito.

The design team has four principles that 
guides their work, keeping impact in mind:

Be empathetic— 
putting people at the heart of everything, all design 
work aspires to be accessible, inclusive and honest.

Embrace simplicity— 
using intuitive patterns and automating  
the annoying stuff makes Habito a simple 
experience, for everyone.

Cultivate consistency— 
using recognisable design to create  
ease and consistency for the customer,  
from marketing to product.

Design in the open— 
inviting feedback and criticism by sharing  
work with each other, as often as possible.

A couple of examples where design is being 
used to support Habito's Impact initiatives:

 ✦ For customers with visual impairments, 
all tooltips have been removed  
from the customer journey because 
they’re unreliable for screen readers

 ✦ Experimenting with how to introduce 
green mortgages through hackdays  
and user testing, to understand  
the best way to promote these products 
and causes with customers

Engineering
Our tech architects and planners

The things we design are brought to life  
by the Engineering team, and they’re 
carefully considering impact as they work:

 ✦ Building applications to take advantage 
of cloud capacity that would otherwise 
be wasted, instead of creating 
increased demand for fresh capacity

 ✦ Helping to surface data on things like 
energy performance and customer 
energy usage to understand how we 
can help reduce their impact

HABITO IMPACT REPORT 2021 19 / 25
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Marketing & 
communications
The eyes, ears and (very loud)  
voice of Habito

From TV ads to merchandise,  
our marcomms team live by  
a set of impact led promises  
that guide any decision they make:

We’re fundamentally customer-first— 
we only use ideas and channels that we’ve deeply 
investigated in terms of customer participation.

We believe that share of culture trumps  
share of voice— 
we always try to use marketing as a force  
for good, not just for commercial benefit.

We champion inclusivity— 
we celebrate and encourage a diverse customer 
base, making sure our messaging isn’t ever 
diminished by the environment it appears in.

We believe in free speech and the importance  
of diverse views— 
we give editorial independence to channels  
and publications, but might choose not to work  
with those that don’t reflect our values.

We care deeply about the environment— 
we only create stuff with a strong business case 
that considers impact. Anything we do create  
is held to the highest environmental standard.
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People & Talent
The beating heart of our community

Putting people ahead of profits  
isn’t only a promise to the outside  
world, it includes looking after our own 
Habitonians. Our People team are busy:

 ✦ Educating new starters on B Corp  
and our impact work

 ✦ Encouraging internal engagement 
through things like surveys

 ✦ Running regular mental health  
and wellbeing activities

 ✦ Working with Talent to run justice, 
equity, diversity and inclusivity (DE&I) 
workshops, and sorting activities  
with the 12 volunteers that collaborate 
on these

 ✦ Making sure the Habito welcome 
pack and other employee incentive 
merchandise is impact-friendly  
and supports other B Corps  

It’s not just about treating people  
right once they join us. Our Talent  
team has committed to creating hiring 
processes and tools that put diversity, 
equity and inclusion (DE&I) first:

 ✦ Created a DE&I working group to help 
define objectives and strategy

 ✦ 100% of hiring processes at Habito  
are either blind or have a balanced 
shortlist of diverse candidates

 ✦ Aim to have at least 50% gender 
diversity and 40% ethnic diversity

 ✦ Using a gender decoder when writing 
job descriptions and aspire to balance 
the gender pay gap by benchmarking 
and not asking about previous salaries

 ✦ Using a new applicant tracking process 
called Applied which strips bias out  
of the hiring process (for example,  
by not relying on CVs)

 ✦ Creating diverse interview panels  
and giving training in diverse 
interviewing as well as conscious  
and unconscious bias

 ✦ Partnered with Women in Technology, 
Black Young Professional Network 
and SheCanCode

 ✦ Also partnered with Bethnal  
Green Ventures, Instant Impact,  
Applied and Venturi, and created  
blogs, panel events and podcasts  
in association with them

 ✦ Using coding academies to help find 
underrepresented candidates at the top 
of the funnel, like Founder and Coders

 ✦ Hosted fireside chats on DE&I  
and mentoring with Joanna Abeyie, 
Baroness Ruth Hunt and Reggie Nelson

Facilities 
The team that (literally) keeps  
our house in order

Getting our own house in order means 
considering sustainability in our office. 
By taking a close look at how our office 
functions, we’re making positive steps:

 ✦ Setting up various recycling facilities 
and instructions around the office

 ✦ Using movement sensor lighting 
throughout the office

 ✦ Negotiating switching to a green  
energy provider from 2022

 ✦ Committing to stocking up sensibly  
and avoiding waste

🎉

🎉
🎉

🎉
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Finance & Legal
The numbers and the letter of the law

While crunching numbers and keeping 
things in check, our Finance and Legal 
teams are supporting Habito’s mission  
to to better:

 ✦ Being as paperless as possible  
by storing files on drives and insisting 
that third parties do the same

 ✦ Supporting all other teams by managing 
budgets so that they can carry out 
impact initiatives
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Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 
were set up by the United Nations General 
Assembly in 2015. They’re designed  
to be a "blueprint to achieve a better  
and more sustainable future for all",  
and the aim is for the goals to be achieved 
by 2030. Four of the goals link directly  
to our own Impact initiatives.

Quality education—
ensure inclusive and equitable quality education,  
and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all

Scrapping jargon to help improve 
financial literacy

Making UK homes more sustainable  
by educating and incentivising people  
to make green home improvements

Helping to reduce carbon emissions  
from UK homes

Building partnerships and coalitions  
to push for change

Sustainable cities & communities—
make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe,  
resilient and sustainable

Climate action—
take urgent action to combat climate change  
and its impacts

Partnerships for the goals—
strengthen the means of implementation, and revitalise  
the global partnership for sustainable development
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We work in two very challenging and monolithic 
industries – financial services and residential  
homes – where change happens so slowly,  
yet where change is so sorely needed. 

From becoming a B Corp to planning for Net Zero, 
we’ve spent some serious time this year getting  
to grips with what positive work really looks like.

We believe we’ve laid solid foundations to build  
on, including developing partnerships with 
organisations that span industry and government. 

We’re ready to do the work and keep building 
momentum to have real impact.

If you cannot explain 
as a company what 
you are doing to make 
this a better world, 
you have no reason 
for being. —PAUL POLMAN, EX-CEO UNILEVER
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Let us know your 
thoughts on this 
impact stuff  —  
hello@habito.com

mailto:hello%40habito.com?subject=Some%20thoughts%20on%20Impact

